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What’s NASA up to?What’s NASA up to?What s NASA up to?What s NASA up to?

Swift

GLAST
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XMM-Newton



What is GLAST?What is GLAST?What is GLAST?What is GLAST?

GLAST GGLAST G R L AR L AGLAST: GammaGLAST: Gamma--Ray Large Area Ray Large Area 
Space TelescopeSpace Telescope
Planned for launch in 2007Planned for launch in 2007 LATPlanned for launch in 2007Planned for launch in 2007
GLAST has two instruments: GLAST has two instruments: 
–– Large Area Telescope (LAT)Large Area Telescope (LAT)g p ( )g p ( )
–– GLAST Burst Monitor (GBM)GLAST Burst Monitor (GBM)

GLAST will look at many different GLAST will look at many different 
bj t ithi th fbj t ithi th f

GBM

objects within the energy range of objects within the energy range of 
10keV to 300GeV.10keV to 300GeV.
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What are Gamma Rays?What are Gamma Rays?What are Gamma Rays?What are Gamma Rays?
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What GLAST will seeWhat GLAST will seeWhat GLAST will see…What GLAST will see…

Active Galactic NucleiActive Galactic Nuclei Unidentified sourcesUnidentified sourcesActive Galactic Nuclei Active Galactic Nuclei 
(AGN)(AGN)
Gamma Ray BurstsGamma Ray Bursts

Unidentified sourcesUnidentified sources
Cosmic rays Cosmic rays 
(indirectly, through (indirectly, through Gamma Ray Bursts Gamma Ray Bursts 

(GRBs)(GRBs)
PulsarsPulsars

( y, g( y, g
gamma rays seen when gamma rays seen when 
cosmic rays hit cosmic rays hit 
interstellar gas)interstellar gas)

Solar flaresSolar flares
Cosmic gamma rayCosmic gamma ray

interstellar gas)interstellar gas)

Dark matter Dark matter 
(perhaps)(perhaps)Cosmic gamma ray Cosmic gamma ray 

backgroundbackground
(perhaps)(perhaps)
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Target Object of the DayTarget Object of the DayTarget Object of the DayTarget Object of the Day

Normal galaxyNormal galaxyg yg y
–– A system of gas, stars, and A system of gas, stars, and 

dust bounded together by dust bounded together by 
their mutual gravity.their mutual gravity.t e utua g a tyt e utua g a ty

VS.VS.

Active galaxyActive galaxy
–– An galaxy with an intensely An galaxy with an intensely 

bright nucleus. At the bright nucleus. At the 
center is a supermassive center is a supermassive 
black hole that is feeding.black hole that is feeding.
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Active Galaxies Educator UnitActive Galaxies Educator UnitActive Galaxies Educator UnitActive Galaxies Educator Unit

Essential question:Essential question:Essential question:Essential question:
–– What do active galaxies look like when viewed from What do active galaxies look like when viewed from 

different distances?different distances?

Science concepts:Science concepts:
–– The small angle approximation has limits.The small angle approximation has limits.a a g app o a o aa a g app o a o a
–– The angular size of an object depends on its The angular size of an object depends on its 

distance and its physical diameter. distance and its physical diameter. 
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Close up of a black holeClose up of a black holeClose up of a black hole…Close up of a black hole…
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Zooming in on Zooming in on 
A i G l iA i G l iActive GalaxiesActive Galaxies

Mathematically, angular diameter, linear diameter, and distance can be combined in an 
extremely useful and  simple equation that uses the small angle approximation. 
As seen in the figure above, the angular diameter (α) depends on the distance to the 
object (D) and its actual linear diameter (d) according to: 

tan(α/2) = d/2Dtan(α/2) = d/2D
The students will show in this activity, that for very small values of α measured in 

radians,  tan(α) = α.  Using this approximation, the equation relating distance and 
linear size simplifies further to 

α/2 = d/2D or more simply α = d/D
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Zooming in on Active GalaxiesZooming in on Active GalaxiesZooming in on Active GalaxiesZooming in on Active Galaxies

Let’s Get Busy:Let’s Get Busy:Let s Get Busy:Let s Get Busy:
You will have 25 minutes to complete:You will have 25 minutes to complete:

P t B # 1P t B # 1 99Part B # 1Part B # 1--99
And And 

Part C # 10Part C # 10--14 14 

For the sake of time:For the sake of time:For the sake of time:For the sake of time:
EVERYONE is 6’ (180cm)EVERYONE is 6’ (180cm)
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EVERYONE’S pace is 3’ (90cm) EVERYONE’S pace is 3’ (90cm) 



Some things that may helpSome things that may helpSome things that may helpSome things that may help
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Answers to Part BAnswers to Part BAnswers to Part BAnswers to Part B

Answers for questions 3 s e s o quest o s 3
through 8 will depend on 
each student’s height. To 
the right is a referencethe right is a reference 
table with distances given 
the students’ height
9 On average the typical9. On average, the typical 
human eye can see 
objects about 1/60th of a 
degree across so thedegree across, so the 
answer to this question is 
“no.” 
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Active Galaxy AnimationActive Galaxy AnimationActive Galaxy AnimationActive Galaxy Animation

VIDEO ALERT!VIDEO ALERT!
Black Hole Feeding!Black Hole Feeding!
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Galaxies and Black HolesGalaxies and Black HolesGalaxies and Black HolesGalaxies and Black Holes

J t

Zooming in to see theZooming in to see the

Jet

Accretion diskZooming in to see the Zooming in to see the 
central torus of an central torus of an 
Active Galaxy.Active Galaxy.Active Galaxy.Active Galaxy.

Bl k H lBlack Hole
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Monstrous black holesMonstrous black holes

At the heart of every At the heart of every t t e ea t o e e yt t e ea t o e e y
galaxy lies a galaxy lies a 
supermassive black supermassive black 
hole millions tohole millions tohole, millions to hole, millions to 
billions times the billions times the 
mass of our Sunmass of our Sun

HST/NGC 4261
800 light years
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HST/NGC 4261



Radio Lobe GalaxyRadio Lobe GalaxyRadio Lobe GalaxyRadio Lobe Galaxy

Radio lobesRadio lobes

Jet

Accretion Disk
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Two Views of an Two Views of an 
A i G lA i G lActive GalaxyActive Galaxy

View at an angle to jetView at an angle to jetView at 90ο from Jet View at an angle to jetView at an angle to jetView at 90 from Jet
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Radio Lobe Galaxy Seyfert Galaxy



Another view of an Another view of an 
A i G lA i G lActive GalaxyActive Galaxy

Looking down the JetLooking down the Jet

From this view, we see 
the Active Galaxy 
emitting gamma rays 

d Xand X-rays.

Quasar 3C279
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Blazar Galaxy



Answers to Part CAnswers to Part CAnswers to Part CAnswers to Part C

Question #Question # “Answer”“Answer”Question #Question # AnswerAnswer

1010 13 cm13 cm

1111 ~149 cm~149 cm

1212 ~13 cm (Actual Size)~13 cm (Actual Size)

1313 Depends; 10% acceptableDepends; 10% acceptable1313 Depends; 10% acceptableDepends; 10% acceptable

1414 893.8 cm893.8 cm
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Answers to Part CAnswers to Part CAnswers to Part CAnswers to Part C

Question #Question # “Answer”“Answer”Question #Question # AnswerAnswer

1515 17.5 cm17.5 cm

1616 200.5 cm200.5 cm

1717 ~17.5 cm (Actual size)~17.5 cm (Actual size)

1818 Depends; 10% acceptableDepends; 10% acceptable1818 Depends; 10% acceptableDepends; 10% acceptable

1919 1203.2 cm1203.2 cm
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Answers to Part CAnswers to Part CAnswers to Part CAnswers to Part C

Question #Question # “Answer”“Answer”Question #Question # AnswerAnswer

2020 446.9 cm446.9 cm

2121 1.38 million light years1.38 million light years

2222 100 million/1.38 million=100 million/1.38 million=
73x73x
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Masses of Black HolesMasses of Black HolesMasses of Black HolesMasses of Black Holes

PrimordialPrimordial –– can be any size including very smallcan be any size including very smallPrimordial Primordial can be any size, including very small can be any size, including very small 
(If <10(If <101414 g, they would still exist)g, they would still exist)
“Stellar mass” black holes “Stellar mass” black holes –– must be at least 3 Mmust be at least 3 Mo o 
(~10(~103030 kg) kg) –– many examples are knownmany examples are known
Intermediate black holes Intermediate black holes –– range from 100 to 1000 range from 100 to 1000 
MM -- located in normal galaxieslocated in normal galaxies –– many seenmany seenMMo  o  -- located in normal galaxies located in normal galaxies many seenmany seen
Massive black holes Massive black holes –– about 10about 1066 MMo o –– such as in such as in 
the center of the Milky Way the center of the Milky Way –– many seenmany seen
Supermassive black holes Supermassive black holes –– about 10about 1099--1010 MMo  o  --
located in Active Galactic Nuclei, often located in Active Galactic Nuclei, often 
accompanied by jetsaccompanied by jets –– many seenmany seen
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accompanied by jets accompanied by jets –– many seenmany seen



EXTREME Close upEXTREME Close up



The Monster in the MiddleThe Monster in the Middle



NotNot--soso--compact Diskcompact DiskNotNot soso compact Diskcompact Disk



Angry NeighborsAngry Neighbors

M 87
(60 million light years)

Cygnus ACygnus A
(600 million light years)
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How does this apply?How does this apply?
NSESNSESNSESNSES

Content Standard A: Science as Content Standard A: Science as 
Inquiry Inquiry 

Content Standard D: Earth and Space Content Standard D: Earth and Space 
Science Science q yq y

–– Abilities necessary to do scientific Abilities necessary to do scientific 
inquiry inquiry 

–– Students make calculations to test the Students make calculations to test the 
small angle formula (hypothesis and small angle formula (hypothesis and 
observation). observation). 

–– Origin and Evolution of the Universe Origin and Evolution of the Universe 
–– Active galaxies are a fundamental part Active galaxies are a fundamental part 

of the evolutionary process of the of the evolutionary process of the 
universe. universe. 

Content Standard E: Science and Content Standard E: Science and 
–– Using their own calculations, the Using their own calculations, the 

students formulate and revise the students formulate and revise the 
theory about an object’s size. theory about an object’s size. 

–– After having analyzed measurements After having analyzed measurements 
of nearby objects, students answer of nearby objects, students answer 
questions that engage thought andquestions that engage thought and

Technology Technology 
–– Understanding about science and Understanding about science and 

technology technology 
–– The small angle formula is an essential The small angle formula is an essential 

tool used by astronomers to get tool used by astronomers to get 
h i l di i f i lh i l di i f i lquestions that engage thought and questions that engage thought and 

analysis about real objects in space. analysis about real objects in space. 
–– Understanding about scientific inquiry Understanding about scientific inquiry 
–– Students learn how scientists Students learn how scientists 

determine the distance and/or size of determine the distance and/or size of 
an object in spacean object in space

physical dimensions of astronomical physical dimensions of astronomical 
objects. objects. 

Content Standard G: History and Content Standard G: History and 
Nature of Science Nature of Science 

–– Science as a human endeavor Science as a human endeavor 
S d i b hS d i b han object in space. an object in space. 

Content Standard B: Physical Science Content Standard B: Physical Science 
–– Motion and Forces Motion and Forces 
–– Jets of materials are ejected at Jets of materials are ejected at 

velocities light speed from the black velocities light speed from the black 
hole in an Students answer questionshole in an Students answer questions

–– Students answer questions about the Students answer questions about the 
ability of the human eye to distinguish ability of the human eye to distinguish 
objects, showing how this activity objects, showing how this activity 
affects them in daily life. affects them in daily life. 

–– Students see that by working in groups Students see that by working in groups 
they can formulate better hypothesesthey can formulate better hypotheses
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hole in an Students answer questions hole in an Students answer questions 
to help them how big the jets from AGs to help them how big the jets from AGs 
are, and how can see them at vast are, and how can see them at vast 
distances. distances. 

they can formulate better hypotheses they can formulate better hypotheses 
about scientific inquiries due to the about scientific inquiries due to the 
extra input from others. extra input from others. 



Brainstorm TimeBrainstorm TimeBrainstorm TimeBrainstorm Time

How can we use this in our scienceHow can we use this in our scienceHow can we use this in our science How can we use this in our science 
classroom?classroom?
–– Astronomy LessonsAstronomy Lessons–– Astronomy LessonsAstronomy Lessons
–– Physics LessonsPhysics Lessons

Earth Science LessonsEarth Science Lessons–– Earth Science LessonsEarth Science Lessons
–– Introductions to small angle approximation Introductions to small angle approximation 

and conversions in Math classesand conversions in Math classesand conversions in Math classesand conversions in Math classes
–– ….….
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ResourcesResourcesResourcesResources

http://glast.sonoma.edu/teachers/teachers.htmlhttp://glast.sonoma.edu/teachers/teachers.htmlhttp://glast.sonoma.edu/teachers/teachers.htmlhttp://glast.sonoma.edu/teachers/teachers.html
–– Here you can find an html version of the AGN Guide Here you can find an html version of the AGN Guide 

and a PDF printable version, and other supplemental and a PDF printable version, and other supplemental 
materials.materials.

http://glast.sonoma.edu/scitech/gru/agn/index.htmlhttp://glast.sonoma.edu/scitech/gru/agn/index.html

http://ircamera.as.arizona.edu/NatSci102/lectures/agns.htmhttp://ircamera.as.arizona.edu/NatSci102/lectures/agns.htm
(really cool pictures for students)(really cool pictures for students)
Want more materials from us?Want more materials from us?Want more materials from us?Want more materials from us?
–– Visit: Visit: http://epo.sonoma.edu/orderforms/orderformpublic.htmlhttp://epo.sonoma.edu/orderforms/orderformpublic.html
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Huge Black Holes:Huge Black Holes:Huge Black Holes: Huge Black Holes: 
Measuring the MonsterMeasuring the MonsterMeasuring the Monster Measuring the Monster 

in the Middlein the Middle
Fill in your information here.Fill in your information here.
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Extra SlidesExtra SlidesExtra SlidesExtra Slides
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Black Hole StructureBlack Hole StructureBlack Hole Structure Black Hole Structure 

Schwarzschild radiusSchwarzschild radiusSchwarzschild radius Schwarzschild radius 
defines the event defines the event 
horizonhorizon

22RRschsch = 2GM/c= 2GM/c22

Not even light can Not even light can 
escape once it hasescape once it hasescape, once it has escape, once it has 
crossed the event crossed the event 
horizonhorizon
Cosmic censorship Cosmic censorship 
prevails (you cannot see prevails (you cannot see 
inside the event horizon)inside the event horizon) Schwarzschild BH
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inside the event horizon)inside the event horizon) Schwarzschild BH



How does this apply?How does this apply?
C lif i G d 9C lif i G d 9 1212California Grades 9California Grades 9--1212

Earth’s Place in the Universe
1. Astronomy and planetary 1. Astronomy and planetary 
exploration reveal the solar exploration reveal the solar 
system's structure, scale, and system's structure, scale, and 
change over time. As a basis for change over time. As a basis for 

d t di thi td t di thi t

2. Earth2. Earth--based and spacebased and space--based based 
astronomy reveal the structure, scale, astronomy reveal the structure, scale, 
and changes in stars, galaxies, and the and changes in stars, galaxies, and the 
universe over time. As a basis for universe over time. As a basis for 
understanding this concept:understanding this concept:understanding this concept: understanding this concept: 

d. d. Students know Students know the evidence the evidence 
indicating that the planets are indicating that the planets are 
much closer to Earth than the much closer to Earth than the 
stars arestars are

understanding this concept: understanding this concept: 
a. a. Students know Students know the solar system is the solar system is 
located in an outer edge of the disclocated in an outer edge of the disc--
shaped Milky Way galaxy, which spans shaped Milky Way galaxy, which spans 
100,000 light years. 100,000 light years. 
bb St d t kSt d t k l i d fl i d fstars are. stars are. 

e. e. Students know Students know the Sun is a the Sun is a 
typical star and is powered by typical star and is powered by 
nuclear reactions, primarily the nuclear reactions, primarily the 
fusion of hydrogen to formfusion of hydrogen to form

b. b. Students know Students know galaxies are made of galaxies are made of 
billions of stars and comprise most of billions of stars and comprise most of 
the visible mass of the universe. the visible mass of the universe. 
d. d. Students know Students know that stars differ in that stars differ in 
their life cycles and that visual, radio, their life cycles and that visual, radio, fusion of hydrogen to form fusion of hydrogen to form 

helium. (This one could be)helium. (This one could be)
g.* g.* Students know Students know the evidence the evidence 
for the existence of planets for the existence of planets 
orbiting other stars.orbiting other stars.

y , ,y , ,
and Xand X--ray telescopes may be used to ray telescopes may be used to 
collect data that reveal those collect data that reveal those 
differences. differences. 
e.* e.* Students know Students know accelerators boost accelerators boost 
subatomic particles to energy levelssubatomic particles to energy levels
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o b t g ot e sta so b t g ot e sta s subatomic particles to energy levels subatomic particles to energy levels 
that simulate conditions in the stars that simulate conditions in the stars 
and in the early history of the universe and in the early history of the universe 
before stars formed. before stars formed. 


